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Abstract I. Introduction

T
he biological relationship between wildlife and
humans has never been more intertwined. Out-
breaks of infectious wildlife diseases, such as chron-

ic wasting disease (CWD), threaten wildlife populations,
human life, food safety and our national economy [1]. Due
to the limitations of current wildlife monitoring technolo-
gies, the behavior of free-ranging animals, the dynamics of
wildlife systems, and the spread of some wildlife diseases
remains largely unknown to us. Lack of scientific knowl-
edge about the behavioral interactions and dynamics of
wildlife systems significantly limits our ability to effective-
ly manage wildlife resources and control wildlife diseases.
For example, in current practice, one choice to fight
against wildlife diseases such as CWD is removal of all
individuals within an area of an outbreak, since we have
little knowledge about how the disease might propagate
within the dynamic wildlife system. Clearly, this approach
is ineffective and damages the national economy. There-
fore, there is a pressing need to develop a new generation
of technologies to monitor wildlife behaviors and interac-
tions and study the dynamics of wildlife systems.

In the past few decades, engineers and wildlife
researchers have been developing advanced communi-
cation technologies for wildlife monitoring [1, 2]. The

In this paper, we introduce our recent research and develop-
ment effort on energy-efficient portable video communica-
tion system design for wildlife activity monitoring. The
capability of seeing what an animal sees in the field is very
important for wildlife activity monitoring and research. We
design an integrated video and sensor system, called Deer-
Cam and mount it on animals so as to collect important video
and sensor data about their activities in the field. From the
video and sensor data collected by DeerCam, wildlife
researchers will be able to extract a wealth of scientific data
for studying the behavior patterns of wildlife species and
understanding the dynamic of wildlife systems. We present
the system architecture of DeerCam, explain our system
design goals, and discuss major design issues. One of the
central challenges in DeerCam system design is energy mini-
mization. We present a new approach for energy minimization
of portable video devices: power-rate-distortion (P-R-D)
analysis and optimization. We discuss various approaches to
minimizing the energy consumption of DeerCam, which can
be also applied to other portable video devices. Results
demonstrate that, by incorporating the third dimension of
power consumption into conventional rate-distortion (R-D)
analysis, P-R-D analysis gives us one extra dimension of flex-
ibility in resource allocation and energy minimization and
allows us to significantly reduce energy consumption.

Key Words: video coding, energy minimization, embedded
system, environmental tracking.
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state-of-the-art technologies for wildlife monitoring are
radio tracking and sensor networks. Radio tracking uses
a radio transmitter or receiver (attached to an animal)
to collect its location information [1]. There are three
distinct types of radio-tracking technologies that are in
use today: very high frequency (VHF) radio tracking [3],
satellite tracking [4], and Global Positioning System (GPS)
tracking [1, 5]. Recent technological advances in hard-
ware miniaturization of sensors, low-power micro-
processor design, and wireless ad hoc networking have
enabled the deployment of large-scale wireless sensor
networks (WSN’s) [6, 7, 9, 10]. The WSN technology pro-
vides the research community an enabling platform to
simultaneously monitor a large group of free-ranging ani-
mals at granular scales. For example, ZebraNet, devel-
oped at Princeton University [5], utilizes GPS-based
radio tracking and sensor networks to track the move-
ment of a group of zebras and study animal migrations
and inter-species interactions. GPS receivers are also
used for animal tracking in Telenor R&D’s Electronic
Shepherd project [8] and UC Davis’s Southern California
Puma Project [11]. Embedded sensor networks have
been developed by the research teams at UC Berkeley
[13], UCLA [12], as well as in Australia [14] for habitat
and health monitoring, using sensors to collect temper-
ature, humidity, and other biological information on
research animals.

However, the aforementioned wildlife monitoring tech-
nologies do not offer visual information. Looking back at the
history of wildlife research, we find that wildlife researchers
have been pursuing a dream, a dream to see what the ani-
mals see in the field without disturbing their natural behav-

iors, in a cost-effective way. Wildlife
researchers have found that for accu-

rate behavior analysis and interac-
tion modeling, it is imperative to

obtain some visual informa-
tion about the animal’s
activity, its resource selec-
tion, as well as the environ-
mental context of the
behavior [15]. Otherwise,
we are kept “blind” from
the animals and fail to
understand important be-
havioral attributes of wild-
life species. For example,
with animal’s location only,

we do not know what the animal is doing, how it is doing,
and why it is doing like this. Recent research [18] also
shows that by not considering what the animal is doing at
these point locations, the researcher may obtain a biased
estimate of animal’s resource selection and behavior pat-
terns. Wildlife researchers have also observed that pooling
across behaviors within different environmental contexts
will de-emphasize the importance of some habitats for crit-
ical behaviors [18]. This is perhaps the most important
technological challenge in wildlife tracking studies.

Another important reason for collecting visual informa-
tion about animals’ activities is interaction modeling for dis-
ease tracking and control. Most epidemic wildlife diseases
spread through direct animal contacts (e.g., via direct con-
tact with saliva) and animals’ interactions with the environ-
ment and other species. With current technologies, all we
have available for analysis is a series of approximate loca-
tion and movement estimates for a number of animals, and
we do NOT know whether animals are directly interacting
or not. By collecting and analyzing direct visual informa-
tion, we can study the animal’s close interactions with other
animals and their environment, which enables us to under-
stand the dynamics of wildlife systems and to develop
quantitative propagation models for wildlife diseases. 

In this work, we will present our recent effort on low-
power portable video communication system design for
wildlife activity monitoring and interaction tracking. More
specifically, in this research project1, we design an inte-
grated video encoding and sensor data collection system,
called DeerCam, and deploy it on animals to collect impor-
tant video and sensor information about animals’ daily
activities in the field over an extended period of time. With
intelligent information analysis and fusion, we are able to
study animals’ behavior patterns and answer many chal-
lenging wildlife research questions. We present our Deer-
Cam system architecture, discuss the major design
challenges, and present our approaches to addressing
these challenges. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the design goals and major design challenges of
our DeerCam system. Section 3 presents the DeerCam sys-
tem architecture. In Section 4, we explain our major
approach to energy-efficient portable video communica-
tion system design for wildlife activity monitoring. Section
5 concludes the paper.
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II. System Framework, Design Goals and Challenges

In this section, we describe the proposed system frame-
work for wildlife activity monitoring, explain our design
goals, and discuss major design challenges.

II-A. System Framework
Figure 1 illustrates our proposed framework for wildlife
activity monitoring. We design an integrated video encod-
ing and sensor data collection system, called DeerCam,
and mount it on animals. The DeerCam, which will be
explained in more detail in Section III, captures video
information about animal’s daily activities in the field,
compresses the video data and stores the bit stream in
an on-board storage device. We realize direct wireless
data transmission is very difficult because wireless sig-
nals attenuate dramatically when the animal moves
away, especially in forested terrain. According to our
experience, the average transmission distance is only
about 20 meters in a wooded area. Therefore, we choose
to temporarily store the compressed video data on-
board. We also set up several wireless access points near
places where the animal visits often, for example, food
stations. When the animal returns repeatedly to one of
these access points, the compressed video data is
uploaded through wireless transmission to a video serv-
er in a ground monitoring unit, which connects to the
wireless access point via an Ethernet cable. In addition,
at the completion of the planned experiment, the Deer-
Cam system can be physically retrieved and the video
data can be then directly downloaded to a computer for
further analysis. 

Besides video data, the DeerCam system is also
equipped with a suite of sensors, such as accelerometer,
GPS, temperature, and light sensors, on-board to collect
various aspects of information regarding animal activity
in the field. From the video data, assisted by intelligent
computer vision algorithms (e.g. objects detection and
classification), we will be able to extract important infor-
mation regarding animal food selection and activity pat-
terns, fuse it with sensor data, and use the resulting data
to study animal’s behavior patterns at different times,
locations, and environmental contexts and answer impor-
tant wildlife research questions pertaining to wildlife
resource management, interaction tracking, and disease
propagation modeling. 

We call the proposed system for wildlife activity mon-
itoring DeerCam and select deer as the study subject for
the following three major reasons. First, recent CWD out-
break and associated national initiatives are related to
deer [15]. For example, recent outbreaks of CWD in many
U.S. states (e.g., Colorado, South Dakota, Illinois, Nebraska,
Kansas, Wisconsin, etc.) have caused significant econom-
ical loss and posed a potential threat to human health

[25]. Second, deer are the most ubiquitous large mammal
in the U.S., thus deer diseases potentially impact every-
one in the nation. Third, deer are simply a starting point
for this research and eventually the technologies devel-
oped in this project will be applied to other species, espe-
cially with the advances in hardware miniaturization of
sensors [9, 26]. 

II-B. Design Goals and Challenges
There are two basic approaches to wildlife activity mon-
itoring: passive and animal-mounted. In the passive
approach (also called camera traps), the camera and
sensor unit is deployed on trees or other fixtures to cap-
ture images of animals when they pass by. This passive
approach, because of its relative simplicity in system
design and deployment, has been widely used in wildlife
activity monitoring. For a detailed review of passive
camera traps, see [16, 17]. The animal-mounted
approach, which mounts the camera and sensor unit
directly on live animals, is much more technically chal-
lenging. However, it has the capability of seeing what the
animal sees in the field and collecting direct and exact
information about animal activities and their environ-
mental contexts. Furthermore, because the system
moves with the animal, it is able to observe animal activ-
ities anywhere anytime, revealing rare behaviors that we
have never been able to see before. 

II-B-a. Design Goals
In this project, we choose the second animal-mounted
approach because of its significant impact in wildlife
activity monitoring. Our design goal is long-lived and
unobtrusive wildlife video monitoring. We would like to
collect the animals’ activity information under various
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Figure 1. Illustration of wildlife activity monitoring using
DeerCam.



environmental settings for six months. The long observa-
tion period is typically necessary for wildlife behavior
study, especially for behavior pattern analysis across
multiple seasons [5, 15]. Unobtrusive observation is
essential for studying natural behaviors of animals. To
this end, the sensing devices attached to animals should
be light-weight such that the impact on animals’ health
and the disturbance to their natural behaviors are mini-
mized. A generally accepted rule is that the weight of
attached devices (including battery) should be less than
5% of the animal’s body weight [23]. Smaller percentages
are recommended for avifauna due to the increased ener-
getic demands of flight and the sensitivity of avian repro-
ductive success [24]. Another important aspect of
unobtrusiveness is that, once the device is deployed, it
should not require re-capture of the animal to change
batteries or re-configure the system. 

II-B-b. Design Challenges
The unique requirements in wildlife activity monitoring
pose significant challenges in system design. More
specifically, we face the following two major chal-
lenges: (1) energy consumption minimization, and (2)
intelligent resource allocation and sensor data utility
maximization. In the following, we will explain these
two challenges in more detail.

(1) Energy consumption minimization. As discussed
above, the DeerCam system is expected to operate for an
extended period of time, for example 6 months, and more
importantly, battery change is not allowed once the sys-
tem is deployed. According to our experience, batteries
typically contribute to a majority (about 70–90%) of sys-
tem weight, as we can see from Figure 3. The unobtrusive-

ness requirement indicates that the system weight should
be kept as light as possible. This implies that the number
of batteries attached to the system should be kept as few
as possible and the amount of energy supply is thus very
limited. In video-based wildlife activity monitoring, digital
video data is voluminous, which has to be efficiently
compressed before being stored or transmitted. How-
ever, efficient video compression often involves highly
sophisticated motion prediction, transform, and coding
schemes and is computationally intensive and energy-
consuming [19]. Therefore, energy minimization of video
encoding and lower-power system design is the most
important challenge in DeerCam system design. 

(2) Intelligent resource allocation and utility
maximization. The objective of video-based wildlife mon-
itoring is to collect important visual information about
animals’ activities in the field for behavior modeling and
other wildlife research tasks. Therefore, the overall sys-
tem performance should be measured by the utility of
video data collected by the DeerCam system for wildlife
research purposes (e.g. behavior modeling). Therefore,
our design objective is to maximize the utility function
under resource constraints. As we will discuss in more
detail in Section IV-C-b, the system resource (bit and ener-
gy) consumption is controlled by a set of parameters.
How to model the inherent relationship between resource
control parameters and the video data utility, and how to
optimally configure these control parameters so as to
maximize the utility function under resource constraints
are challenging issues in DeerCam system design.

III. DeerCam System

In this section, we introduce our DeerCam system design,
explain its central mechanism in resource control, and
characterize its behavior in resource utilization. 

III-A. DeerCam System Design
Figure 2 shows the camera and sensor unit of our Deer-
Cam system. The size of this unit is about the size of a
PDA. It is based on Crossbow Stargate and Mote [27]. It
has the following major components: an embedded
400 MHz Intel PXA255 XScale microprocessor, a USB-
camera for video capture, a PCMCIA card for 802.11-based
wireless data transmission, a Compact Flash (CF) card for
storing compressed video bit streams, and a multi-sensor
board with accelerometer, GPS, temperature, and light
sensors. The system also includes a drop-off control unit
whose functionality will be explained in the following sec-
tion. The video data captured by the digital camera is
compressed by an energy-efficient MPEG-4 video encoder
[19] operating on the embedded microprocessor. The
compressed bit streams are temporarily stored in the
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Figure 2. Major components in the camera and sensor unit of
the DeerCam.



4.0 G Bytes CF card. We deploy several wireless routers
near places (e.g. a food station) that the animal visits
often. When the animal comes within the communication
range of the router, the wireless transmission module will
be activated to upload the compressed video data to a
router and release the storage space in the CF card, as
illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 3(a) shows the camera and sensor unit
attached to a collar. There are two sets of batteries, one
on each side of the collar. Inside the collar, there is an
inner tube which is filled with air and the air pressure is
adjusted such that the collar can be comfortably fitted
onto the animal’s neck, as shown in Figure 3(b). At the top
of the collar, there is a drop-off unit which is controlled by
the drop-off control unit as shown in Figure 2. The drop-
off control unit has a timer which allow us to set a specif-
ic time for the drop-off collar to release. The drop-off can
be also triggered by other conditions, such as end of bat-
tery lifetime. To trigger the drop-off, the control unit gen-
erates a high-voltage signal which causes a squib inside
the drop-off unit to fire. The gas generated when the
squib fires moves a bolt inside the unit and releases the
collar. Once dropped off, the collar sends out a radio sig-
nal repeatedly so that we can track it in the field and
retrieve the system. 

Another technical challenge in DeerCam system
design is housing the system. A rugged housing is critical
for protecting the system from damages, moisture, water,
and extreme weather conditions. Wildlife species are
often aggressive. They may smash or
rub the system against trees. In our
DeerCam system design, we have paid
special attention to rugged housing
design, as shown in Figure 3. Another
important issue is whether the Deer-
Cam system will affect the animal’s
health and change its behavior. Accord-
ing to recent studies [15], if the animal-
mounted device weighs less than 3% of
the animal body weight, the device
won’t have an negative impact on its
health. Our research animals weigh
approximately 160 pounds. Our current
DeerCam system shown in Figure 3(a)
weighs about four pounds, which is
well below the weight threshold. Our
research has not revealed changes in
the behavior pattern of the animal.

III-B. Duty Cycle-Based Operation
Video encoding is energy-consum-
ing. The limited battery power and
the long lifetime requirement pro-

hibit us from continuous video monitoring. In addi-
tion, from the wildlife behavior analysis perspective,
there is also no need to collect video continuously
for 6 months. Therefore, we use a duty cycle-based
operation scheme in the DeerCam system, as illus-
trated in Figure 4(a). Once the video sensor (Star-
gate) is awake, it captures and encodes a short video
segment (for example, 30 seconds) about the ani-
mal’s activity, and goes back to the sleep state again.
Each encoded video clip is called a video sample.
The duty cycle can be characterized by three major
parameters: average video sample duration δ , aver-
age sampling interval �, and picture quality D . In
video compression, the picture quality is often meas-
ured by MSE (mean squared error) distortion. 

We observe that configuration of these three duty-
cycle parameters should be event-driven and should
depend on the current activity state of the animal. In
this project, we use a multi-level sensor-driven duty-
cycle design, as illustrated in Figure 5(b). More specifi-
cally, the low-power Mote sensor in our DeerCam
system operates continuously, collecting acceleration,
audio, and GPS data. The multi-level duty cycle has
four major levels. At the bottom level, there is a base-
line duty cycle which wakes up the video sensor on a
regular basis (for example, sun rise and sunset) or
based on a preset schedule. On top of this, there are
three levels of duty cycles triggered by acceleration,
audio, and GPS sensors. From the temporal pattern of
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acceleration data, we can tell the major activity types,
such as bedding/standing, walking, running, and eat-
ing, as shown in Figure 5(a). A sudden change in the
audio signal, for example, animal screaming, often indi-
cates an interesting event. From the GPS data, we can
tell if the animal approaches interesting habitats or
areas. From this set of sensor data, we try to estimate
what is the animal is doing and determine if this is an
interest event. If so, the video sensor will be waked up
to capture a video sample about the animal activity
and its environment context. Based on the animal
activity and event types, we can configuration of those
three duty-cycle parameters (δ,�, D) accordingly. For
example, when the animal is sleeping or resting, we can
choose a very low sampling frequency; but when the
animal is feeding or interacting with others, we would
like to increase the sampling frequency, the sample
duration, as well as the picture quality, if needed, to
gather more detailed information. In Section IV-C-b, we
will discuss how to configure these duty-cycle parame-
ters so as to maximize the overall utility function under
system resource constraints. 

III-C. Energy Characterization 
of the DeerCam System
To optimize the energy consumption of DeerCam, the
first step is to characterize and understand the energy
consumption behavior of the system. Specifically, we
need to know the energy consumption levels of major
system components, such as the embedded CPU, mote
sensor board, USB camera, and storage devices, at dif-
ferent system operation modes. To do this, we use the
power measurement setup depicted in Figure 6(a) and
follow a power consumption measurement procedure
described in [28]. The operating voltage of the Star-
gate system is 3.8–5.0 V [27]. During the video captur-
ing and encoding process, only these required device
components, such as camera and CF card, are turned
on, while the remaining idle components on the Star-
gate, such as Ethernet connection, are configured to
shut off. The video encoding pipeline has been opti-
mized such that memory access is reduced as much as
possible. According to our experience, for this type of
wildlife activity monitoring videos with a size of CIF
(352 × 288) at 7–10 frames per second (fps), the
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average bit rate is about
400 kbps2. During wireless
video transmission, the
average bandwidth is 2–3
Mbps. Therefore, the
required data transmis-
sion time is about 10–20%
of the total video encod-
ing time. Figure 6(b)
shows the fractions of
energy consumption for
major system compo-
nents. Here, we assume
that a low-power USB
camera from Logitech
with a current draw of about 73 mA is used. It can be
seen that the video encoder (processor) consumes a
significant portion of the total energy and wireless
transmission energy is about one quarter of the encod-
ing energy due to delay-tolerant short-range wireless
data transmission. Experimental studies in the litera-
ture (e.g. [29]) also show similar energy consumption
behaviors of portable video devices in other commu-
nication settings, for example, live video streaming
over wireless LAN. 

IV. Power-Rate-Distortion Analysis

for Video Encoding Energy Minimization

As discussed in Section III, most of the computational
resources of the DeerCam system are used by the video
encoder. Therefore, minimizing the video encoding ener-
gy plays a critical role in maximizing the operational life-
time of the DeerCam system. In this section, we present a
power-rate-distortion (P-R-D) approach to video encod-
ing energy minimization. 

To reduce the energy consumption of video
encoders, a number of algorithms, software and hard-
ware energy-minimization techniques, including low-
complexity encoder design [30–32], low-power
embedded video encoding [33, 34], adaptive power con-
trol [29, 35, 36], and joint encoder and hardware adap-
tation [37, 39, 40] have been developed. These
algorithms focus on encoder complexity (and power
consumption) reduction through heuristic adaptation
or control instead of systematic energy optimization.
This is because they lack an analytic model to charac-
terize the optimum trade-off between energy saving and
encoding performance [19]. In addition, even with exist-
ing energy saving technologies, the operational lifetime
of portable video electronics is still very short, which

has become one of the biggest impediments to our tech-
nology future. Therefore, developing new energy opti-
mization methods has become a urgent task. 

Recently, we have been exploring a new approach to
video encoding energy minimizing using P-R-D analysis
and optimization. The P-R-D analysis tries to answer
the following important question: what is the minimum
coding distortion (or maximum video quality) that we
can achieve under bit rate and power constraints, and
how we can achieve it? We recognize that, from an
information-theoretic perspective, incorporating
power consumption into classical R-D analysis for
generic source coding is a very difficult problem.
Therefore, we choose to attack this problem from a
design-analysis-optimization perspective. To success-
fully attack this problem, the following four major
issues need to be carefully addressed: (1) The design
problem—how to design an energy-scalable video
encoder so that we can control its energy consump-
tion? (2) The modeling problem—how to model its P-R-
D behavior? (3) The optimization problem—what is the
minimum power consumption for a video encoder to
achieve a target R-D performance, or what is maximum
R-D performance of a video encoder under a power
consumption constraint? (4) The control problem—
how to accurately control the video encoder to achieve
the minimum energy consumption or maximum R-D
performance? In the following sections, we explain
these four problems in more detail and present our
major approaches to addressing these problems.

IV-A. Energy-Scalable Video Encoder
Design and Operational P-R-D Analysis
Our basic approach to designing an energy-scalable
video encoder is to introduce a set of complexity con-
trol parameters {γ1, γ2, . . . , γL} to control (scale
down) the computational complexity of major encod-
ing operations of the video encoder. With DVS
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(Dynamic Voltage Scaling)3, a recently developed
power control technology for microprocessors [21],
this complexity-scalable video encoder can be trans-
lated into an energy-scalable video encoder [19]. 

More specifically, the operational P-R-D analysis has
the following three major steps. In the first step, we group
major encoding operations into several modules, such as
motion prediction, pre-coding (transform and quantiza-
tion), mode decision, and entropy coding, and then intro-
duce a set of control parameters � = [γ1, γ2, . . . , γL] to
control the power consumption of these modules. There-
fore, the encoder complexity C is then a function of these
control parameters, denoted by C (γ1, γ2, . . . , γL). Within
the DVS (dynamic voltage scaling) design framework
[21], the microprocessor power consumption, denoted
by P, is a function of computational complexity C , there-
fore, also a function of �, denoted by 

P = �(C ) = P (γ1, γ2, . . . , γL) , (1)

where �(·) is the power consumption model of the
microprocessor [21]. For example, according to our
measurement, the power consumption model of the
Intel PXA255 XScale processor used in DeerCam is
shown in Figure 7 (solid line). It can be well approxi-
mated by the following expression

P = �(C ) = β × C γ , γ = 2.5 , (2)

where β is a constant. In the second step, we execute the
video encoder with different configurations of complexity
control parameters and obtain the corresponding R-D

data, denoted by D(R; γ1, γ2, . . . , γL). Note that this step
is computationally intensive and is intended for offline
analysis to obtain the P-R-D model only. 

In the third step, we perform optimum configuration of
the power control parameters to maximize the video
quality (or minimize the video distortion) under the
power constraint. This optimization problem can be
mathematically formulated as follows:

min
{γ1,γ2,... ,γL}

D = D (R; γ1, γ2, . . . , γL),

s.t. P (γ1, γ2, . . . , γL) ≤ P , (3)

where P is the available power consumption for video
encoding. Given the R-D data set {D(R; γ1, γ2, . . . , γL)}, this
minimization problem can be easily solved using offline
brute-force search. The optimum solution, denoted by
D(R, P), describes the P-R-D behavior of the video encoder.
The corresponding optimum complexity control parame-
ters are denoted by {γ ∗

i (R, P)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ L. Figure 8 shows
the P-R-D functions D(R, P) for two test video sequences,
“Foreman” and “Football”, both encoded by our complexi-
ty-scalable MPEG-4 encoder at CIF (352 × 288) size and 10
fps. We used two complexity control parameters, the num-
ber of SAD (sum of absolute difference) computations and
the fraction of skipped macroblocks (MBs). Here, a fast
algorithm, called diamond search, is used for motion esti-
mation [22]. It should be noted that in both plots the encod-
ing power is normalized by the maximum encoder power
Pmax where no complexity control is applied. 

From those experimental results obtained in opera-
tional P-R-D analysis, we can see that the P-R-D functions
have an exponential behavior. For the convenience of
analysis, we propose to approximate them using the fol-
lowing model

D(R, P ) = σ 22−λR·g(P ), 0 ≤ P ≤ 1 . (4)

Here, σ 2 represents the variance of encoded picture. If it
is a motion predicted video frame, σ 2 is the variance of
the difference picture after motion compensation. λ is a
P-R-D model parameter which characterizes the resource
(bits and energy) utilization efficiency of the video
encoder. g(P ) is the inverse power consumption function
�−1(·) after proper normalization such that g(0) = 0 and
g(1) = 1. According to (2), we have 

g(P ) = P
1
γ . (5)

Here, γ = 2.5 for the Stargate microprocessor. For other
microprocessors with DVS capabilities, we typically have
1 ≤ γ ≤ 3 [21].

To use this P-R-D model for real-time video encoding,
there are two major issues that need to be addressed.
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Figure 7. Power consumption model with DVS.

3A number of sold processors, including the Intel XScale microprocessor
used in many PDAs [38], support this DVS power control feature.



First, we need to estimate the P-R-D model parameter λ
in (4) from real-time video encoding statistics. Second,
we need to determine the optimum complexity control
parameters {γ ∗

i (R, P )}, 1 ≤ i ≤ L of the video encoder for
the input video segments. In our previous work [19], we
observe that the P-R-D behavior of a video segment is
closely related to its scene activity level, which is char-
acterized by several feature variables, such as variance
of motion vectors, Intra macroblock ratio, variance of dif-
ference pictures, etc. Based on this observation, we have
developed a low-complexity scheme to estimate λ from
motion statistics which can directly collected from the
video encoder. To determine optimum complexity con-
trol parameters for a given input video sequence, we use
a learning and classification approach. More specifically,
we set a large set of training video sequences, which
have a wide range of scene activity characteristics. Using
the operational P-R-D analysis procedure, we obtain the
P-R-D model, i.e., the minimum distortion function
D(R, P ) and the optimum complexity control parame-
ters {γ ∗

i (R, P )} for each video sequence. We then classi-
fy the training video sequences according to their scene
activity levels into several (say, 5–7) clusters. Since the
video sequences with each cluster have similar P-R-D
behaviors, we can compute the average of their optimum
complexity control parameters for each cluster and store
it into a database. During real-time video encoding, we
first classify the input video segment according to its
scene activity level and determine its cluster. We then
use the average optimum complexity control parameters
of this cluster to control the input video segment. 

IV-B. P-R-D Based Energy Minimization
Once the P-R-D model of the video encoder and the corre-
sponding encoder complexity control parameters are

obtained, we can then use this model to minimize the
energy consumption of video encoding. By incorporating
the third dimension of power consumption into conven-
tional R-D analysis, the P-R-D analysis gives us one extra
dimension of flexibility in resource allocation and opens
up a host of new opportunities for energy minimization. In
the following, we use two examples, (a) trade-off between
computation and communication and (b) trading bits for
joules (energy), to demonstrate how the P-R-D model can
be used for energy minimization of portable video devices.

IV-B-a. Trade-off between Computation 
and Communication

The P-R-D analysis enables us to explore the energy
trade-off between computation (video encoding) and
communication (wireless transmission) so as to achieve
significant energy saving gain. According to the P-R-D
model, video encoding power P is a function of encoding
bit rate R and distortion D, denoted by P (R, D ). The
wireless data transmission power Pt is given by
Pt = ct · R, where ct is the energy cost that is needed for
successful transmission of one data bit. It depends on
transmission distance and path loss index [44]. This is a
simplified model to demonstrate the energy tradeoff
between video encoding and wireless transmission. In
our case, it is reasonable because the delay is large and
the transmission distance is relatively small and we can
consider ct to be the average transmission energy cost.
For a given video encoding distortion (or equivalently
picture quality) D, if we decrease the encoding power P,
the encoder will generate more bits and a higher bit rate
R is needed to achieve the target distortion D. This
implies more power is needed for wireless data trans-
mission. As illustrated in Figure 9, this leads to an ener-
gy tradeoff between video encoding and wireless data
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Figure 8. Operational P-R-D functions of “Foreman” (a) and “Football” (b) CIF videos encoded with MPEG-4 at 10 fps.



transmission. This suggests that, in many practical
video encoding scenarios where the system has access
to sufficient storage (or buffer) space or transmission
bandwidth, the per-bit energy cost in wireless data
transmission is relatively low, while the video encoder
operates under severe energy constraints, we can lower
the encoding power to an optimum level O, as illustrat-
ed in Figure 9 with a triangle, to minimize the overall
power consumption. Our initial study shows that by
exploring this type of energy trade-off between compu-
tation and communication, we are able to reduce the
overall energy consumption by 30–60%, depending on
the input video characteristics and wireless transmis-
sion condition. In practice, we need to consider fading
channel and time-varying characteristics of input
videos. For detailed treatment of this issue, see [41].

IV-B-b. Trading Bits for Joules
Our second observation is that, within the P-R-D analysis
framework, the encoding power P is coupled with the
encoding bit rate R. More specifically, for a given distor-
tion D, the encoding power is a function of encoding bit
rate, denoted by P = P (R, D). This implies that we can
minimize the total power consumption of video encoding
by performing optimum bit allocation, just like in opti-
mum bit allocation in conventional R-D analysis and opti-
mization. To further illustrate this idea, let us consider
the following example. Suppose we want encode a long
video sequence on the DeerCam or a PDA with a bit
budget RT (say 2G bytes) at coding distortion D0 (say
34 dB). We partition the video sequence into N segments
{Vn|1 ≤ n ≤ N }. Let Rn and Pn be the encoding bits and
power consumption used by Vn. According to the P-R-D
model, we have Pn = Pn(D0, Rn). Then, the energy mini-
mization problem can be formulated as 

min
{Rn}

P =
N∑

n =1

Pn(D0, Rn), s.t.
N∑

n =1

Rn ≤ RT . (6)

Our major result can be summarized as follows: if the
input video data is non-stationary with time-varying
scene characteristics, the P-R-D model enables us to
explore the input source diversity, trade bits for joules
(energy) between different video segments as outlined in
(6), and achieve significant encoding energy saving by
performing optimum bit allocation. In practice, a video
scene under surveillance or monitoring often experiences
a series of events with time-varying scene activity pat-
terns. Therefore, the video sequence to be encoded by
the portable device is often highly non-stationary. For
example, in our DeerCam system, the animal has a wide
variety of daily activities, such as feeding, walking, and
bedding, which cause significant content changes in the
input video. This observation also holds in personal
video recording and many remote video surveillance
applications. In [42], we demonstrate that, using this type
of P-R-D based energy minimization, we are able to save
the video encoding energy by up to 50%, depending on
the non-stationary scene characteristics of the input
videos. For a detailed treatment of this issue, see [42].

IV-C. Additional Energy
Minimization Schemes for DeerCam
Besides those two energy minimization schemes dis-
cussed in the previous section, we can also explore addi-
tional approaches for energy minimization based on the
P-R-D analysis framework. In the following, we present two
basic ideas to be further explored in our next step of
research: (a) cross-layer energy minimization and (b) util-
ity-driven resource allocation and energy minimization.

IV-C-a. Cross-Layer Energy Minimization
Cross-layer energy minimization is able to achieve signifi-
cant energy saving by exploring joint design of hardware
scheduling, encoder P-R-D control, and wireless transmis-
sion [37, 39, 40, 43]. The P-R-D model links the encoder
resource parameters at the application layer with other
resource parameters at the physical and link layers,
which enables us to develop cross-layer energy mini-
mization schemes. In cross-layer energy minimization for
portable video communication systems, we need to con-
sider the mobility of portable devices, the time-varying
characteristics of wireless fading channels, the queuing
behaviors of the processing (encoding) and transmission
buffers, the energy allocation between video encoding
and wireless transmission, and their joint impact to the
end-to-end video quality, as well as to the overall energy
saving performance. 
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Figure 9. Energy tradeoff between video encoding and
wireless data transmission.
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IV-C-b. Utility-Driven Resource Allocation 
and Energy Minimization

The second idea that can be explored for energy mini-
mization in practical system design is utility-driven
resource allocation and energy minimization. In practical
applications, such as video surveillance, remote monitor-
ing, and environmental tracking applications, the task of
video encoding and streaming over portable devices is to
collect important visual information about the targets,
events, and their environmental contexts. Therefore, the
performance of the portable video communication sys-
tem should be measured by the amount of useful infor-
mation that has been collected by the portable device,
i.e., the utility of the video data. For example, the per-
formance of the DeerCam system should be measured by
the amount of visual information that is useful for wildlife
behavior analysis. In the literature [6], network capacity
and operation lifetime are two major performance met-
rics that are extensively used for energy minimization.
However, within the context of video surveillance and
monitoring, these two performance metrics are not suffi-
cient. The amount of useful visual information, or the util-
ity of video data, cannot be simply measured by its data
size (in bits) or time duration (operational lifetime). A
portable device may spend all of its energy on processing
and transmitting a lot of bits which however contain little
useful information for practical purposes. 

Therefore, it is critical to perform utility-driven
resource allocation and energy minimization such that
the portable device spends its energy and other
resources intelligently. To this end, we need to address
the following two major issues. First, we need to estab-
lish a utility function which describes the inherent rela-
tionship between the resource control parameters and
the overall utility. Second, based on this utility function,
we can optimally configure the resource control param-
eters to maximize the utility function under the
resource constraint. As a variation of this optimization
procedure, we can also minimize the energy consump-
tion while still satisfying the utility requirement. In the
following, we use the DeerCam as an example to discuss
how we could address these two issues. 

As discussed in Section III-B, the DeerCam operates on a
duty cycle, which is controlled by three major parameters,
(δ,�, D). We can see that these three parameters have an
direct impact on resource consumption. For example, if we
increase the sample duration δ, reduce the sampling inter-
val �, or decrease the video distortion D (or equivalently
increase the video quality), the video encoder will use more
energy and generate more bits. Therefore, we also refer to
them as resource control parameters. The overall utility of
the collected video samples is a function of these three
resource control parameters, denoted by U(δ,�, D). 

To set up a utility function U(δ,�, D) for wildlife mon-
itoring, we propose to use a procedure similar to percep-
tual video quality evaluation. More specifically, we
capture a set of original video samples using animal-
mounted video cameras, which cover a wide range of
habitats and plant species. We then each original video
sample with different configuration of resource control
parameters (δ,�, D). We organize a panel of wildlife
experts and develop a video evaluation protocol to pres-
ent each processed video sample to the expert panel and
ask them to score from 0 to 10 the utility of each
processed video sample for wildlife behavior analysis
purposes. Based on scores provided by the expert panel,
using statistical modeling, we can estimate the expres-
sion of U(δ,�, D) and establish a utility function. It
should be noted that this utility function is fully applica-
tion-specific and knowledge-driven. 

Meanwhile, we analyze the relationship between ener-
gy consumption and these resource control parameters.
We call this as the energy consumption function, denoted
by E(δ,�, D). Now the utility-driven energy minimization
problem becomes: optimally configuring the resource
control parameters to minimize the energy consumption
while satisfying the utility requirement, which can be
mathematically formulated as:

min
(δ,�,D)

E(δ,�, D), s.t. U(δ,�, D) ≥ U0 , (7)

where U0 is the minimum utility requirement. We expect
that this utility-driven energy minimization approach will
significantly reduce energy consumption. 

V. Concluding Remarks

The capability of seeing what animal sees in the field is
very important for wildlife monitoring and research. In
this paper, we have introduced the DeerCam system, an
integrated video and sensor system for animal-mounted
wildlife monitoring. From the video and sensor data col-
lected by DeerCam, wildlife researchers will be able to
extract a wealth of scientific data for studying the behav-
ior patterns of wildlife species and understanding the
dynamic of wildlife systems. We have presented the sys-
tem architecture of DeerCam, explained our system
design goals and discussed major design issues. One of
the central challenges in DeerCam system design is ener-
gy minimization. We have presented a new approach for
energy minimization of portable video devices: P-R-D
analysis and optimization. Results demonstrate that by
incorporating the third dimension of power consumption
into conventional R-D analysis, P-R-D analysis gives us
one extra dimension of flexibility in resource allocation
and energy minimization and allows us to significantly
reduce energy consumption.
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